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You are ready!!
Classroom Management
in the
Early Childhood Classroom

Studied the lesson
Creative presentation
(Betty Lukens Flannel is awesome!)

Real life application
Cute craft (thanks Pinterest!)
Prayed

But then this happens!
is a term used by teachers to describe the process of
ensuring that classroom lessons run smoothly despite
disruptive behavior by students. The term also implies the
prevention of disruptive behavior. It is possibly the most
difficult aspect of teaching for many teachers; indeed

What went wrong?

experiencing problems in this area causes some to leave
teaching altogether.
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Relationships

Tried & True Tenets
of

● Connect with each child each time
● Ask questions
● Gage how they are doing when they
come in and follow up
● Learn their interests
● Show a sense of humor
● Follow up the next week
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Respectful Interactions
●
●
●
●
●
●

Get at their eye level
Talk privately with a child misbehaving
Even, sincere tone of voice
Do not humiliate
Never use physical force
Seek to look beyond the misbehavior what is really going on?
● Lower your voice to get attention
● Reflect Christ to your students

Consistency
● Creates security for your students
● Have high expectations
● Know the rules
● Expect them to follow the rules
● Keep an even temperament
● Don’t engage in a “discussion”
● Consistently praise

Proximity & Mobility
● Position yourself near the children (coworkers)
● Co-workers do the redirection during lesson
● Just standing/sitting next to a misbehaving
child can redirect behavior
● A gentle touch/whisper redirection
● Help them to do what you want them to do
(ex. find a verse)
● Roam around

PRAYER
● Prayer for your teaching
● Prayer for your students
● Prayer for individual needs
● Prayer for your co-workers
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for All Kids
❖ Take a deep breath and remain calm
❖ What is the trigger to the behavior?
❖ Give the misbehaving student a chance to respond
➢ Have them name the inappropriate behavior
➢ What he/she can do to correct it
❖ Specifically describe misbehavior and help students
understand the consequences of misbehavior
❖ Avoid win-lose conflicts

Natural or Logical
Consequences
❖ You break it, you fix it
➢ Mend emotional messes
➢ Physical messes
➢ Apology of action
❖ Temporary loss of privilege
➢ a reminder to use that privilege (art materials,
recess, group time) responsibly
❖ Time-out or "take a break"
➢ learn self-control
➢ Leave for a few minutes
➢ Regain composure and rejoin the group

for All Kids
❖ Avoid labeling a child as "good" or "bad"
➢ Describe behavior as "positive," "acceptable," "disruptive," or
"unacceptable"
❖ Focus on recognizing and rewarding acceptable behavior more
than punishing misbehavior
➢ Especially for that misbehaving child
❖ Ignore or minimize minor problems instead of disrupting the
class
➢ A glance, a directed question, or your proximity may be enough
to stop misbehavior.
❖ When it's necessary to speak to a student about
➢ his or her behavior, try to speak in private

W. W. C. D. ?
A. Talk with the child (preferably in private)
1. Identify the problem is or have them tell you
2. Understand the heart issue and encourage repentance of sin
3. Further infraction time out, loss of privilege, ...
4. Encourage them toward positive behavior

B. If behavior continues timeout or loss of privilege required
1. Be consistent
2. Allow them to suffer the consequence
3. Talk with director or immediate supervisor

C. If behavior continues bring child to Director or immediate supervisor
1. Tell supervisor the problem
2. Tell supervisor the measures you have taken
3. Discuss the child’s response
4. Child placed in time-out under supervisor’s (Children’s Pastor) eye for
the remainder of the class
5. Parents notified and conference arranged
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Christ’s Behavior Champions
A classroom management framework that is:

●
●
●
●
●

Consistent
Church wide
Across programs
Proactive
Common Language

Raise your hand for permission to speak.
The truly wise person restrains his words. Proverbs 17:27

●
●
●
●

Teaches self discipline
Respect for others
For the good of the group
Recognize: “Thanks for raising your
hand!”
● Signal a reminder to raise your
hand
● Try to give many an opportunity to
talk
● Tell a neighbor

Listen when others are talking!

Follow directions quickly!

Obey your leaders and submit to their authority.
Hebrews 13:17

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Teaches self discipline
Submission to authority
For the good of the group
Recognize expected behavior
Clear directions
Multi-step directions based on age
Establish what “quickly” means Developmentally appropriate

Let every person be quick to hear and slow to speak.
James 1:19

●
●
●
●

Teaches self discipline
Respect for others
Recognize expected behavior
Ask someone to paraphrase
what the other said
● Ask someone to extend the
thought of another
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Make wise choices!

Choose this day whom you will serve … but for me
and my house we will serve the Lord. Joshua 24:15

● Recognize wise choices
● Identify wise choices specific to
your class or age group
● Label wise choices: ex. sharing,
kindness, patience, self control,
peace, patience

Listen with your heart!

I have stored up your word in my heart…
Psalm 119:11

●
●
●
●
●

How do you listen?
With your ears to hear
With your eyes for focus
With your brain for understanding
And with your heart for change in
your life

Choose this day whom you will serve … but for me
and my house we will serve the Lord. Joshua 24:15

Respect others!
Don’t look out only for your own interests but
an take interest in others, too. Philippians 4:2

●
●
●
●

Recognize expected behavior
Label the behavior
Young children are by nature self centered
Facilitate the desired behavior

Choose to follow Jesus!

Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and you
will be saved. Acts 16:31

● Followers of Christ make
mistakes (sin)
● Followers of Christ repent
● Provide an opportunity for
repentance
● Pray for/with a student who is
having a tough time
● Cultivate the desire to follow
Jesus
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How to use
Christ’s Behavior Champions
Chart
●
●
●
●

Posted in your classroom
Teach to the kids
Review each week
Notice when kids are following and name
what they are doing
● Talk privately to someone not following and refer
to the behavior they need to follow
● Encourage sincere repentance
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